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Abstract
In the nuclear pore complex (NPC), intrinsically disordered nuclear pore proteins (FG nups) form

a selective barrier for transport into and out of the cell nucleus, in a way that remains poorly un-

derstood. The collective FG nup behaviour has long been conceptualized either as a polymer brush,

dominated by entropic and excluded-volume (repulsive) interactions, or as a hydrogel, dominated by

cohesive (attractive) interactions between FG nups. Here we compare mesoscale computational sim-

ulations with experimental data to demonstrate that FG nups are at the crossover point between

these two regimes. Specifically, we find that repulsive and attractive interactions are balanced,

resulting in morphologies and dynamics that are close to those of ideal polymer chains, where re-

pulsion and attraction are absent. We demonstrate that this yields sufficient cohesion to seal the

transport barrier, and yet maintains fast dynamics at the molecular scale, permitting the rapid FG

nup rearrangements needed for transport events.
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INTRODUCTION

Nuclear pore complexes (NPCs) penetrate the nuclear envelope in eukaryotic cells, con-

trolling macromolecular transport between the nucleus and cytoplasm. The NPC enables

small (. 5 nm in size) molecules to cross the nuclear envelope, but hinders the transport of

larger macromolecules [1–3]. Larger macromolecular cargoes, however, can diffuse through

the NPC if they are bound to nuclear transport receptors that have an affinity to the trans-

port/permeability barrier. Remarkably, the NPC maintains the transport barrier while

thousands of cargoes shuttle in and out of the cell nucleus per second [4]. This permeability

barrier consists of proteins (nucleoporins) that are rich in phenylalanine (F) and glycine (G)

repeats (hence called FG nups, for FG nucleoporins) and that are grafted to the inner wall

of the NPC transport channel. These hydrophobic domains grant the FG nups cohesive

properties, which may be counterbalanced by charged amino acids in hydrophilic spacer re-

gions [5]. FG nups are natively unfolded proteins that arrange in disordered configurations

[6], causing them to behave as flexible polymers [7].

For a long time, there have been conflicting views on the dominant interactions pervad-

ing FG nup assemblies, and these views continue to define the interpretation of experimen-

tal data. On one hand, repulsive interactions have been postulated to result in entropic

polymer-brush behaviour of FG nups [8–10]. On the other hand, cohesive (i.e., attractive)

interactions can cause FG nups to form hydrogels in vitro [4, 11, 12]. We emphasize that

these views represent two extreme regimes of polymer behaviour, and that the combined

effects of repulsion, cohesion, grafting, and nanopore confinement lead to a rich landscape

of possible polymer behaviour [13–16].

Recently, more nuanced views regarding FG nup interactions have emerged, substanti-

ated by computational models of FG nups at different levels of coarse graining. By defining

FG nups down to their amino acid composition, such models can relate, e.g., FG nup be-

haviour to their chemical composition and explore the effects of mutations [17, 18], with the

important caveat that the results critically depend on parameter settings in a vast param-

eter space. Complementarily, at a coarser (“mesoscale”) level, FG nups have been modelled

as homogeneous polymers with one essential interaction parameter [19, 20]. This approach

facilitates the exploration of the relevant parameter space and the investigation into general

aspects of polymer behaviour, at the cost of losing submolecular detail. Importantly, key
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functional properties of FG nups have been reproduced by these models, strongly suggest-

ing that NPC transport functionality may be generically understood in terms of mesoscale

polymer physics. These studies have also indicated that FG nup assemblies display aspects

of both entropic and cohesive physical behaviour.

Here we use mesoscale simulations to elucidate the relationship between repulsive and

cohesive FG nup interactions. We incorporate experimental data on 27 different purified

FG domains, that are either isolated or those that are grafted at physiological densities

(FG nup assemblies), with in vitro morphologies as determined in 3 different laboratories

[5, 9, 20–22]. We assess how the experimental morphologies compare with computational

predictions on polymer behaviour from assemblies containing repulsive, cohesive, and com-

pletely non-interacting (“ideal”) polymers. We investigate how these behaviours translate

into the static and dynamic properties of polymers in a context that is relevant to NPC

transport functionality.

RESULTS

Morphologies of FG nups match predictions for ideal polymers

We model FG nups as freely jointed polymers consisting of N identical beads where one

bead, with a diameter and bond length of 0.76 nm, represents two amino acids (Figure 1a).

This choice in polymer model yields a predicted persistence length (0.38 nm) that agrees

with experimental data on FG nups and other disordered polypeptide chains [23, 24], and

approaches the excluded-volume of an FG nup (overestimating it by ∼ 20% on average, see

Table S1). FG nup excluded-volume (repulsive) and cohesive (attractive) interactions are

modelled through a short-ranged pair potential with a minimum value of εpp, which is a

measure of the cohesion strength between polymer beads (Figure S1a). Thus defined, εpp is

a phenomological parameter to capture the general cohesive properties of FG nups, with the

appropriate parameterization also depending on the shape and range of the pair potential.

In the range of εpp that we explore here (0.0 kBT ≤ εpp ≤ 1.0 kBT ), we find a dissociation

constant of KD ∼ 0.1 M between two beads, implying that the affinity between individ-

ual beads is weak (see Figure S1b and Methods). To determine the physiologically relevant

range of εpp, we computed hydrodynamic (Stokes) radii, RS, from molecular dynamics (MD)
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FIG. 1. Single-molecule parametrization of the polymer model by comparison with experimental

Stokes radii [5, 9, 21, 22]. a) Illustration of the polymer model (MD) where FG nups are represented

as beads on a chain, connected by stiff harmonic springs. Beads experience excluded-volume and

cohesive interactions. b) MD snapshots of a polymer (N = 300 beads) as a function of the bead-bead

cohesion strength εpp, alongside a polymer with no cohesion and no excluded-volume (“ideal”). The

shown Stokes radius is calculated from an ensemble of equilibrated conformations. c) Experimental

Stokes radii (circles) plotted for FG nup domains of different lengths (number of amino acids, see

Table S1), compared with predictions of the polymer model (diamonds) alongside power law fits

of the simulation data (solid and dotted lines). The black dotted lines (“Ideal”) represents the

prediction for the case when excluded-volume and cohesive interactions are both nullified.

simulations of single polymers for various εpp (see Methods), and compared the results with

experimental data on a wide range of single FG nup constructs [5, 9, 21, 22], similar to previ-

ous approaches [25] (see Table S1 for results). Qualitatively, at εpp = 0.0 kBT (no cohesion)

a polymer is in a swollen state; for 0.0 < εpp < 1.0 kBT polymers adopt morphologies that
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become increasingly compact with increasing εpp; and at εpp = 1.0 kBT (“high cohesion”) a

polymer forms a tight ball-like morphology (Figure 1b). A polymer with no excluded-volume

interactions and no cohesive interactions between its beads, henceforward defined as an ideal

polymer, acquires morphologies with sizes lying between that of a polymer with no and high

cohesion (with excluded-volume).

Plotting Stokes radius squared, R2
S, against polymer length, we observe that 96% of the

experimental data points fall within the simulation data calculated for no cohesion and for

high cohesion (Figure 1c). Next, we determined the εpp values that yielded best matches

between computational and experimental Stokes radii for the individual FG nups (Table S1).

The average of these εpp values yields 〈εpp〉FG = 0.5±0.2 kBT (mean ± standard deviation).

Remarkably the data points for polymers with cohesion strength 〈εpp〉FG coincide with the

data for ideal polymers, in which all excluded-volume and cohesive interactions have been

nullified (Figure 1c). This is a manifestation of polymers showing ideal polymer behaviour

that typically occurs at Θ-point conditions [26]. For polymers with cohesion strength 〈εpp〉FG

and for ideal polymers we observe that RS is roughly equal to the radius of gyration RG, in

agreement with data on intrinsically disordered proteins (see Figure S2) [27, 28]. We also

note that RS, for ideal polymers and polymers with no cohesion strength (εpp = 0.0 kBT ),

scales with the number of amino acids with an exponent ν that is slightly less than the scaling

exponent for RG, as is known for finite length polymers [29]; and that the experimental RS

scales with the number of amino acids with scaling exponent ν = 0.5± 0.2 (see Table S2).

Generally, to match the experimental data, the FG nup swelling due to excluded-volume

interactions (Figure 1b) needs to be counteracted by intramolecular cohesion. As a con-

sequence, overestimates of excluded-volume lead to larger εpp values. Nevertheless, and

importantly, we observe that the match between the mean FG nup, 〈εpp〉FG, behaviour and

ideal polymer behaviour is robust against the choice of model: using a model (with a bead

size of 0.57 nm) that underestimates the excluded-volume and persistence length of FG

nups, we find a smaller 〈εpp〉FG = 0.26 ± 0.06 kBT , yet for this 〈εpp〉FG we still observe an

excellent match with the ideal polymer prediction (Figure S2). Specific cases of significantly

larger εpp could be correlated with larger overestimates of the excluded-volume in our simula-

tions (Figure S3). In fact, variations in excluded-volume of the proteins (as compared with

the polymer model) could account for apparent differences in FG nup extension/collapse

that were previously attributed to differences in charged/polar and hydrophobic amino-acid
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contents of different FG nups (Figure S3) [5].

FG nup assemblies show large morphological change in the physiologically relevant

parameter range

In addition to the single-molecule parameterization, we also tested against experimental

data on assemblies of FG nups that are grafted, at physiologically relevant densities, onto

a planar surface (polymer films) [9, 20, 22]. MD simulations (Figure 2a) for 〈εpp〉FG =

0.5±0.2 kBT yield FG nup film thicknesses (Figure 2b, green shading) that are in agreement

with the experimental data (Figure S4), with the exception of three data points. One data

point (Nup214, blue symbol, 282 amino acids) has a film thickness that is less than the

experimental Stokes radius and another data point (Nup62, blue symbol, 240) has a resulting

εpp that is almost double its εpp from the single-molecule parameterization, putting into

question the assumption of lateral homogeneity that underpins the experimental analysis for

those source data [9], and the third anomalous data point is for non-glycosylated Nup98 (blue

symbol, ≈ 500 amino acids) [9] for which the – physiologically relevant – glycosylated version

(Nup98-Glyco, black symbol, ≈ 500 amino acids) yields a three times higher film thickness

[20]. With these three exceptions, experimental and computational data for 〈εpp〉FG =

0.5 ± 0.2 kBT again show close agreement with the predictions for ideal polymers. In the

εpp range relevant for FG nups, the computed film thickness (Figure 2c) shows a steep

change from a swollen polymer film to a nearly fully compacted film, as also indicated

by other measures of film compaction, the mass density and file compressibility (where

the file compressibility is defined as the information redundancy in a file containing bead

coordinates, see methods [31]). The mass density of the FG nups, in the relevant εpp range,

is in excellent agreement with the FG nup mass density in the NPC, as estimated using

models including finer molecular detail [30].

Interestingly, this change in compaction is even more abrupt (in the relevant εpp range)

for FG nups that are assembled in the pore geometry of the NPC, as here probed by MD sim-

ulations on NPC-mimetics (NuPODs) based on well-defined numbers and types of FG nups

grafted in a DNA origami pore scaffold [32] (Figures S5 and S6). Hence in the physiologically

relevant parameter range, we observe that FG nup assemblies can undergo large conforma-

tional changes for only minor changes in intermolecular interactions [14, 33], consistent with
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FIG. 2. Validation of the polymer model and inferred cohesion strength (εpp) range through com-

parison with planar assemblies of FG nups. a) MD equilibrated snapshots of polymers (N = 300

beads) grafted onto a surface with density 3.2 polymers per 100 nm2, i.e., 31 nm2 per polymer,

for various εpp and for the ideal system (no interactions). The inset illustrates the computational

definition of the film thickness as the film height containing 95% of the beads. b) Experimental

film thicknesses (circles) plotted for FG nup domains of different lengths (number of amino acids).

MD simulation thicknesses (diamonds) are shown as a function of length for polymers with no co-

hesion, ideal polymers, polymers with the mean cohesion strength 〈εpp〉FG = 0.5± 0.2 kBT (green

shading), and polymers with high cohesion alongside power law fits. c) Measures of compaction

for MD simulations as a function of εpp. In the εpp range relevant for FG nups (green shading),

the film thickness steeply declines. In this range, the mass density of the FG nup film is consistent

with the mass density of FG nups in the NPC [30]. File compressibility (see text and Methods)

provides another way of quantifying FG nup compaction.

previous experimental/ computational comparisons for native NPCs [34].
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Excluded-volume and cohesive interactions balance to yield ideal polymer behaviour

To further explore the ideal polymer behaviour of FG nups at the crossover from a

predominantly entropic brush to a compacted brush dominated by cohesive interactions,

we utilized a density functional theory (DFT) in which grafted FG nups are described

as ideal polymers interacting with a mean field that is optimized to best represent the

net effect of excluded-volume, cohesion, and grafting of the FG nups to an impenetrable

surface (see Methods) [14]. This DFT yields film thicknesses of grafted FG nups that are

in good agreement with the MD simulations of the same system (Figure S7), and allows us

to quantify the effect of molecular interactions via the mean field per polymer in the film

(Figure S8). Upon increasing εpp, the mean field energy per polymer, i.e., the product of

the mean field per polymer and the density (integrated over the film volume and multiplied

by kBT ), changes from positive values (a net repulsive interaction), to zero (ideal polymer

regime), and finally to negative values (a net cohesive interaction) (Figure 3a). Interestingly,

in the εpp range that applies to FG nups, overall interactions remain approximately balanced

regardless of changes in the grafting density. For a physiologically relevant grafting density,

the magnitude of the mean field energy is only < 0.5 kBT (per polymer, as before) in the

relevant εpp range, and mean field energies for polymers of different lengths appear to all

cross at a single point, which coincides with a zero mean field, i.e., ideal polymer behaviour

(Figure 3b). We note that the second virial coefficient (see Methods) is close to zero at

〈εpp〉FG = 0.5 kBT , again corresponding to Θ-point, ideal behaviour (Figure 3c) [35]. The

Θ-point occurs in other theories that use one essential interaction parameter, for example

χ in Flory-Huggins theory, which also leads to a vanishing of the second virial coefficient

at this Θ-point [36]. Taken together, we conclude that the (repulsive) excluded-volume

and (attractive) cohesive interactions balance, i.e., neither excluded-volume nor cohesion

dominates, to yield ideal polymer behaviour for FG nups grafted at physiologically relevant

densities (Figure 3d).

FG nups show rapid resealing and fast molecular-scale dynamics

Thus far, we have observed that FG nup morphologies resemble those of ideal polymers,

that they are at the transition between two (extreme) regimes of polymer behaviour, and
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FIG. 3. Planar assemblies of FG nups adopt morphologies that balance excluded-volume and

cohesive interactions analysed by DFT. a) The mean field energy per polymer as a function of εpp

for a range of grafting densities (N = 300 beads, equivalent to 600 amino acids). b) The mean field

energy per polymer for various polymer lengths, for planar assemblies with a physiological grafting

density of 3.2 polymers per 100 nm2 (31 nm2 per polymer). c) The second virial coefficient as a

function of εpp calculated from the bead pair potential (see Methods). d) An illustration of the

overall balance between excluded-volume and cohesive interactions for FG nup planar assemblies,

causing the FG nup behaviour to be in between predictions for an entropic polymer brush, with

molecular interactions predominantly due to excluded-volume, and for a compacted brush, with

predominantly cohesive molecular interactions.

that at this transition, it is possible to have large conformational changes for small changes

in molecular interactions. This latter observation appears to be of significant physiological

relevance, as it provides a mechanism by which FG nup assemblies in the NPC may open

and close [14] to facilitate transport of large cargoes at millisecond time scales without

compromising the transport barrier. Using MD simulations, we also probed the resealing

dynamics of the barrier, i.e., how fast and by how much polymers fill the center of the

pore following the creation of holes (void of polymers) of 10, 20, and 30 nm diameter in a

NuPOD pore system containing 48 polymers [32] (Figure 4a and Figure S9). We observe
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FIG. 4. FG nups exhibit rapid dynamics on both the mesoscale and molecular scale. a) In silico

resealing experiments on NPC mimics [32] begin with a (30 nm diameter) hole, void of polymers,

in the pore followed by the release of the polymers. The arrow represents 34 µs (or 107 timesteps)

of simulation time, pointing to snapshots of the resulting, equilibrated, polymer conformations. b)

The number of beads in a circular cross-sectional area with 5 nm radius located at the pore centre,

versus time. Data points were taken every 0.34 µs. The cohesion strength colour bar represents

the range εpp = (0.0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8) kBT . Lines represent fits to the function

ρ(t) = ρmax(1− exp(−t/τ)) where ρmax is the maximum areal density and τ defines the resealing

time. c) The resealing time as a function of εpp, for different hole diameters. Horizontal dashed

lines indicate the respective resealing times for the ideal polymer case. d) Distribution of contact

durations for a single isolated polymer (N = 300 beads). Simulations were run for 0.34 µs and

configurations were analysed every 3.4× 10−6 µs.

that FG nup resealing of the pore can be characterized by two regimes depending on the

cohesion strength εpp (Figure 4b,c). For εpp ' 0.4 kBT , the centre of the pore reaches a

maximum polymer density that is approximately double that for εpp < 0.4 kBT . We also

observe that for εpp ' 0.4 kBT , the resealing rate appears slower than for εpp < 0.4 kBT ,
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where polymers rapidly extend away from their tethering points (Figure S9). To further

investigate the resealing rate, we probe the resealing time, τ , which is the time taken for the

central density to reach ≈ 63 % its equlibrium value (Figure 4c). Notably, for polymers with

εpp = 〈εpp〉FG = 0.5 kBT , the resealing time for “large cargoes” (10–30 nm diameter) is similar

to that of ideal polymers (defined as before, by the absence of intermolecular interactions),

albeit that the central density remains at a relatively low level for the ideal polymer case.

This implies that the similarity to ideal polymers also extends to the dynamic behaviour

of FG nups. Typically, the resealing times are on the microsecond time-scale, which is

much faster – as needed to inhibit unspecific transport – than the millisecond time scale

as reported for transport events, and in agreement with previous simulations [37]. We also

observe a sharp transition in resealing time occurring at 0.3 kBT < εpp < 0.4 kBT , which

falls in the relevant εpp range as inferred from experiments on single FG nup constructs.

Finally, we investigate how the cohesive interactions between FG nups affect dynamics at

molecular and submolecular length scales. Of note, nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy

indicates fast (on the picosecond - nanosecond time scale) FG nup residue dynamics [38, 39],

presumably indicative of entropically dominated FG nup behaviour. We therefore simulated

free, single polymers (in the absence of other polymers) in thermodynamic equilibrium and

measured the durations of bead-bead contacts, i.e., the elapsed time during which the cen-

tres of adjacent beads (excluding bonded neighbours on a chain) are within the range of

the attractive pair potential, (Figure 4d). Of note, the relevant time scales appear rather

independent of εpp. This may appear counterintuitive given the strong dependence of the

collective FG nup morphology on εpp (Figures 1, 2), but can be explained as due to the

weakness of the individual bead-bead interactions. On the other hand, the number of con-

tacts increases with εpp, which can be attributed to the higher local bead concentration for

larger εpp. Overall, individual FG nups exhibit fast dynamics (picosecond time-scale) at

(sub-)molecular length scales, characteristic of their entropic nature. At larger length scales

FG nup assemblies, dominated by the collective FG nup molecular interactions, exhibit mi-

crosecond dynamics with enhanced resealing (due to cohesion) which is of sufficient speed

and efficiency to maintain the transport barrier.
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CONCLUSION

In summary, we find that the behaviour of FG nup assemblies is not governed by (re-

pulsive) excluded-volume interactions, characterized as ‘entropic polymer brush’ behaviour,

nor by (attractive) cohesive interactions, but by being at the crossover of these two extreme

regimes. That is, the FG nups can be characterized by the balance of repulsive and cohesive

molecular interactions, i.e., the FG nups are at or close to their Θ-point in physiological

buffer solutions. This leads to ideal polymer behaviour, as evidenced by the adopted FG

nup morphologies and from their resealing dynamics following perturbation. In this regime,

the morphology of FG nups, grafted at physiological densities, has increased sensitivity to

small changes in cohesion strength. As a consequence, the morphology of the FG nups can

be readily modulated, e.g., towards more compact arrangements aided by nuclear transport

receptors [9, 22, 40–42] or towards more dilute arrangements due to generic crowding in

the cell [38, 43]. In the physiological context, this suggests a mechanism to facilitate the

collective FG nup rearrangements that are needed for transport of large cargoes through the

NPC. In addition, the rapid movement of FG nups on the molecular scale — maintained

through a large range of cohesion strengths — will facilitate the uptake and release of nuclear

transport factors and associated cargoes [44], whereas the accumulation of many weakly co-

hesive interactions facilitates the tight sealing of the NPC transport barrier, maintained by

FG nup condensation.
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